
Superior Protection Through Early Detection

onGuard+ empowers schools to actively supervise a safer internet experience for 
students without overburdening resources

Now you can go beyond the browser to track, analyze, and safeguard content across multiple 
devices (Windows, Mac, Chrome), online or offline. Netsweeper’s onGuard+ protects students 
proactively by monitoring content and alerting administrators to potential risks such as:

• Abuse    
• Bullying
• Drug Misuse

All alerts are validated by the Netsweeper monitoring team. Valid alerts are forwarded to the local 
designated safety lead.

• Grooming
• Mental Health Concerns
• Pornography

• Sexual Exploitation
• Self-Harm
• and more...

Automated and Optimized

Backed by over 22 years of web content filtering experience and 
Netsweeper’s powerful AI-driven Category Name Service (CNS), 
onGuard employs a sophisticated policy and assessment protocol 
to efficiently monitor student activity for signs of concern or danger. 
In addition to monitoring text based content, onGuard’s Opitcal 
Character Recognition (OCR) and active system monitoring services 
use screen capture technology to audit content across the broadest 
range of media, applications, and devices.

Once flagged, incidents are reviewed by 
Netsweeper Digital Safety Monitoring Analysts.   
The priority is confirmed, it is then escalated to 
the Designated Safeguarding Leads for further 
action. This process ensures that the local DSL 
team is dealing only with the most urgent of 
incidents. This Netsweeper process provides 
comprehensive oversight using the most up-to-
date threat information on a scale impossible for 
human interaction alone, providing the greatest 
protection with the lowest resource commitment.



         Powerful and Accessible

An intuitive dashboard with a flexible 
search and filter feature saves valuable 
time while providing Safeguarding 
Leads what they need to properly 
address each issue. Results can be 
streamlined by one or more priority 
levels simultaneously and highlighted by 
student, school, group, and date. High 
priority alerts are easily identified, and 
each alert can be assigned to a case 
and followed throughout its progress to 
conclusion.

Thorough and Accountable

From surface level to comprehensive 
detail, in-depth information is only a click 
away. While the dashboard list view 
keeps things concise and streamlined 
for speed and efficiency, selecting an 
individual event reveals all information 
related to the triggered activity, providing 
deeper understanding, and assisting next 
step decisions. In addition, a persistent 
Audit Log supports accountability by 
tracking date and personnel as well as 
actions taken and can be downloaded at 
any time for closer analysis.
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